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ABSTRACT 
 

A novel  based a trajectory-guided, concatenating approach for synthesizing high-quality image real 

sample renders video is proposed. The lips reading  automated is seeking for modeled the closest real 

image sample sequence preserve in the library under  the data video to the HMM predicted  trajectory. The  

object trajectory is modeled obtained by projecting the face patterns into an KDA feature space  is 

estimated. The approach for speaker's face identification  by using synthesise the identity surface of a 

subject face from a small sample of  patterns which sparsely each the view sphere. An KDA algorithm use 

to the  Lip-reading  image is discrimination, after that work consisted  of  in the  low dimensional for the 

fundamental lip features vector is reduced by using the 2D-DCT. The mouth of the set area   dimensionality 

is ordered  by a normally reduction base on the PCA to obtain the Eigenlips approach, their proposed 

approach by[33]. The subjective performance results of the cost  function  under  the  automatic  lips 

reading modeled , which wasn’t illustrate the superior performance of the method.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
It represented once for any  viseme image visible and model ‘visual silence’. The hidden  Markov 

model(HMM) is trained from the visual features with three states and a diagonal covariance 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) associated with each task  are sequences of embedded trained 

and test  with view angle dependence  . The approach was visual speech synthesis and the visual 

parameters were generated from HMM by using the dynamic (“delta”) constraints of the features. 

The mouth motion under the video can be rendered from the predicted visual parameter 

trajectories.The drawback of the HMM-based visual speech synthesis method is generated  

blurring due to feature dimension reduction in statistical modeling, i.e. PCA and the maximum 

likelihood(MLL). Proposed by [5][6]. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
The employed  lip-reading systems uses developed  features, i.e. csamandhilda, that are consistent 

across a view,  which indicates improved robustness to viewpoint updated for  all the types of  the 

primitive feature . The goal of this experiment is to  obtain the best viewing angle for computing 

lip-reading and  active appearance model (AAM) features  that are extracted  from each  view, 
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respectively  by using their  second derivatives .They  use a linear predictor based on the tracking   

and it's has more robust lip-contour than the AAM that was introduced by [9].The audio-visual 

speech recognition system, visual features obtained from Discrete Cosine Transform( DCT) and 

active appearance model. ( AAM) were projected onto a 41 dimensional feature space using the 

LDA,  proposed by [34] The systems reduce the dimensionality for Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA) or Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) as introduced by [57]. The project pixel and the 

colour information pixels both are using a lower dimensional space.  The threshold operation 

based on the lower dimensional space is  represented for   the  lip segmentation. [58] located the 

face region with a skin-colour model. The mouth region was localized by involving in the skin 

region. 

 

The lips region segmentation was using the G and B components of the RGB colour based 

contented for  Fisher transform vectors. Adaptive thresholds representation as an operation of  the 

grey scale histogram of the image were then employed  to segment the lip pixels. [59] used RGB 

values from training images to learn the Fisher discriminant axis. The mouth region colour onto 

their axes used to enhance the lip-skin boundary then a threshold was applied to segment the lip 

pixels. [60] used an identical approach to lip segmentation. [41] used FLD by visible for an edge 

detection, dynamic based on the split ability of multi-dimensional distributions. The edge of the 

lip contour extraction was described as the point at which there is a maximized distributions of lip 

and non-lip pixels. Principal Components Analysis (PCA), as suggested by [57] has been reduced 

to dimensionality automatic  for the identification of lip pixels. 

 

2.1 Segmentation 
 

Pixel-based of any lip segmentation have been using a specific colour space appearance to 

compare involve for   pixel colour combined  with a set of thresholds. They changed image   from 

the binary separation  into a part  of lip pixels and non-lip pixels. They used colour spaces by 

choice and the operation threshold base by histogram selection. [50]  worked a normalized RGB 

colour which is created   based on a process  to satisfy the maximum intensity normalization. 

They had represented colour components based on thresholding was beneficial to classify the 

image into lip and non-lip pixels. [51] represented   a mouth region by using three different colour  

appearance  in YCbCr, RGB and HSV. Lip pixels segmentation obtained by thresholding the 

YCbCr, Green and Hue components of the colour appearance and associated the results by using 

a logical and  operator. 

 
Region based lip Segmentation systems use developed cost-functions to constrain the subset of 

pixels being chosen. In region based lip segmentation these cost functions usually include the  

shape constraints or the locality  of lip  pixels. The aim of this section is to use some criterion 

functions to choose chromatically and homogeneous pixels in an image to be the lip region. The 

approach to region-based lip segmentation is the Markov Random Fields technique (MRF), 

proposed by [51] .Each lip pixel is processed as a stochastic variable sensitive by a result of 

exactly the neighborhood is connected. The identification of an objects in an image formula 

where each object referred to as a set  is the like to the a single MRF. In[53],use a spatiotemporal 

neighborhood compute to form a region lip segmentation  using MRF. The temporal input is the 

difference between the binary labels in two consecutive images, respectively [54] use primitive  

pixel dependent on thresholding operation under the HSV mouth region image with edge 

information to create a label the MRF set as part of  the lip or non-lip regions. They weren’t  

using   spatial homogeneity, pixel-based algorithms attempted  to be  faster than region-based 
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approaches  from time to time generating coarse segmentation results and  no  re- correctly 

classify for  pixels is noisy .The pixel appearance is relative to the colour as define and the local 

neighborhoods of pixels was included. Lip pixels  segmentation  were practiced  by  a Bayesian 

classifier ,this introduced by [56] which uses Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) that are estimated 

by using  the Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) , refer to  [55]  and their  normalized the 

R and G components of the RGB space by using the intensity of the pixel. The normalization was 

an illumination invariant to RGB. Lip pixels segmentation were used by a thresholdin  

colourspace. 

 

2.2 Data Acquisition 

 
The dataset was used  to record and  study by [7].The datasets contain discrete English phonemes 

correspond to the visemes visible in The  face . The  face model of MPEG-4 standards is used two  

Facial Animation Parameters and Facial Definition Parameters. The visemes connected to form 

words and sentences is due the specification of used visemes as the recognition unit. The 

calculated number of visemes is less than phonemes , due speech is partially visible, refer to 

[8].Video data was recorded by a movie  camera in a typical  mobile environment. The camera 

view was on the speaker's  lips-reading  and it was also kept fixed  throughout the recordings. 

Factors, examples window size (240x320 pixels), view angle of the camera, background and 

illumination were kept constant for each speaker. To validate the proposed method, 12 subjects 

(6males 6 females) were used. Each speaker, recorded 6 phonemes at a sampling rate of 30 

frames/sec and every phoneme was recorded five more times to give a sufficient variability. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

They  used  automated lip-reading, consist of   2D DCT and Eigen-lips.The lip shape of an AAM 

algorithm defined   by , s, is associated  with   coordinates (x,y) of  the  set N vertices that 

determined  the features  on an object: s =(x�,y�, …… x�,y�. )
 .A model that appeared a linear 

variation in the shape is explain in below equation  , 

 

S=s� + ∑ p�
�
��� s�                                                              (1) 

 

Where s� is a term called mean shape and si are defined by the eigenvectors corresponding to the 

largest number ( m)of the  covariance matrix consist of the eigenvectors. The coefficients (pi ) are 

defined  for  the shape parameters that  associated with each eigenvector in the shape (s) is 

appeared. The model  is always calculated  by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a 

set  of shapes handle  in a corresponding for  each image. To get the shape vertices s, required in 

Equation (1) and to compute the shape parameters, it was proposed by [12]. The mouth of the set  

area  dimensionality is ordered  by a normally reduction  base on the PCA to obtain the Eigen lips 

approach, their proposed approach by[33]. 

 

The area (A), a term of an AAM is represented by the pixels that stretch inside the mesh	s�. 
AAMs represented as  linear a variation visible, so is appeared  as term base  on A0 plus a linear 

associated withlto display the  images A�. 
 

A=�� + ∑ λ�	
�
��� ��                                                         (2) 
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where λi are represented as parameters. As well, shapes s, represented the base on �� is the mean 

shape normalized image and vectors Ai are the reconstructed  the shaped eigenvectors 

corresponding to the largest eigen values and both are always calculated by using  PCA to the 

shape training images, it is normalized by [11].The scenario, established a lip in contained on  the 

speaker's face identification system  based on optimal performance of the  control. A lip is 

necessary  for discrimination, after that the their work consisted  of  in the  low dimensional for 

the fundamental lip feature vector and  reduced by using the 2D-DCT .They found that  subjects 

have a two-stage discrimination analysis for speaker identify, such as to exploit two pair 

correlations temporal and spatial correlations by [16].The eigen face approaches [18][17]are  

using  the principal component analysis(PCA), or Karhunen-Loeve  transforms (KLT). It obtained 

to account the statistical base on the measure between  the pixel values of images  to be visual  in 

a training  update to create   an orthogonal  for representing images. The eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix of the  training update of face images are calculated and they are retrained for 

describing the images  are called eigen faces.  The ones corresponding to the largest eigen values 

of the covariance matrix for  each training and test face is  characterized by its projection on the  

eigen faces, and the comparison of two faces is obtained  by comparing two sets of projections. 

 

3.1 Lips Transformation 

 
The   maximum flexibility in deforming to movie shapes of body likely lips shapes .so that, then 

applying for complex shapes must have control points to describe them, this is usually  implied, 

to  instability in tracking [24][23]. A movie shapes, provided the lips are not flexing, is an 

approximately rigid, planar shape under orthographic projection [25].They show that  form a 

vector Q for the  lips a represented  body  with  the affine transformation  that is applies  to the 

template to get the  shape. No-rigid motion can be handled in the same way, by  providing  that 

represents both the rigid and non-rigid degrees of freedom of the shape. This is used, for instance, 

to figure out the movements in hand tracking, or to automatic lip movements. It is crucial point  

therefore to allow the right degrees of freedom for non-rigidity, neither too few resulting in 

excessive stiffness, nor leading to instability  and then the  snake-based methods  for handling 

non-rigid motion by[22] allowed for the high  degrees of freedom which leads to instability, well  

unusable for real-time Their  scenario ,  the framework. of localized color active contour model     

( LCACM)  expand from  scheme ,introduced by  [19] given that the foreground and background 

regions with variation  in color space. They utilize a 16-point deformable model by [20]with 

geometric constraints  to achieve lip contour extraction . They used deform modelled location 

region base to approach lip tracking combined with the extraction of  lips contour in the  color 

image [21]. 

 

The dimensionality is reduced for  colour-space transforms, generally  hue-based transforms are  

used in pixel based lip segmentation systems. [54] were changing  the red hue ,value base on  a 

threshold to identify the lip pixels. The hue transforms originally, proposed by [61]. Their  

purpose  is to transform the colour space to maximize the chromatic difference between skin and 

lips that led to use based on the connected  between the R and G components of the RGB system. 

The transform is combined with pixel-based classification by [62].In 63], used to transform the 

information on the  RGB colour under  the CIELUV space.  The  adaptive used histogram-based 

operation  thresholds later resulted in a binary classifier for lip segmentation. 

 

Discrete Hartley Transform( DHT) is  subjected to wavelet multi-scale edge detection to obtain 

the lip contour which is  smooth   by using morphological operations, refered[42] obtain in the 
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mouth region by using  generally  directed camera and  subject of the  region  hue colour 

transform. hybrid of representing  edge   which are used  edge enhancement exactly  a polynomial 

curve, suggested by [49] for the mouth region to the YCbCr colour space transformation. A 

parametric model using cubic curves is used to detect the lip contour. [48] approach with 

normalised RGB values as the colour features. A geometric model is used to detect the lip 

contour.  In [47], use a cost function that the boundary  of  the mouth region is closed or open 

combined with a parabolic curve to extract the lip contour. [46] employed  lip contour extraction 

using cubic B-Splines to boundary  the  lip-pixels extracted, however, the classification is a 

binary processed. Snakes for segmentation were proposed by [45].Active contours give a 

deformable model of a contour and it is an object under image by using internal and external cost 

functions or energy functions to lead  the model to satisfy  the object boundary. The idea of using 

“hybrid edges” was extended with a snakes formulation is “jumping” defined to extract the lip 

contour by[43]. [44]  use  an active contour style energy  design to detect the inner lip contour. 

In[42], use active contours to build a geometric template with a mouth region image, proceeded  

that the keypoints of the lip contour are  using pixel extracted.  B-Spline based active contour is 

proposed  by [41] . [40]  use an active contour based codebook to synthesize similarly  lip 

contours under  any  image .The convergence of active contour  created is defined in the Gradient 

Vector Flow (GVF)  , introduced by  Xu and Prince .(1997) uses edge represented and an edge-

based vector-field to formulate that can  be  external energy for snakes.  GVF snakes are used for 

lip contour detection are proposed  by [64]. 

 

Active Shape Models (ASM) [38]  and [28]  used Active Appearance Models (AAM) and they 

have been used for contour-based lip segmentation. The active contours  mod-based approach to 

lip segmentation uses level sets. It provides an energy minimization by curve created called B-

Spline technique  that has been created based on  Widely  model shapes and object boundaries in 

the computer vision presented by [37]. 

 

3.2. Synthesizing Identity Surfaces 

 
In [27][28][29], use  analysis base on synthesis. They approach by using the   synthesise  identity 

surface of a subject face from a small sample of  patterns which sparsely fill  the view sphere. The 

base, approximate of the identity surface using a set of N� planes separated by N� multiple  

views. They used PQl tilt and yaw are the z discriminating feature vector of a face pattern . 

 

KDA vector.(x��,y��), �x��,y���,……(x��,y��) are define views which separate the view plane 

into N�spieces . On each of these N�spieces, the identity surface is approximated by a plane 

suppose the M� sample patterns filled  by the plane are (x��,y��,z��), (x��,y��,z��),… 

("�#,$�#,%�#). This is a quadratic big  problem which can be solved using the interior point  

method by[26].They can classify the  pattern into one of the  face classes by computing  the 

distance to all of the identity surfaces as the Euclidean distance  between z� and  the 

corresponding point on the identity surface  called ( z) . 

 
d=||%�&%||                                                                   (3) 

 
An object trajectory is obtained by projecting the face patterns into the KDA feature space. In 

same time, according  to the pose information about the face patterns. They can build the model 

trajectory on the identity surface of each subject using the same pose information and temporal 

order of the object trajectory. Those two kinds of trajectories, i.e. object and model trajectories, 
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encode the spatio-temporal information on the tracked face. Hence , the recognition problem can 

be solved by matching the object trajectory to register for the set of model trajectories. The 

primitive achievement of trajectory matching face  is applying  by computing the trajectory 

distances, it reaches  to the time of the frame called (t).  

 

																																							d� = ∑ w�
*
��� d��                                                       (4) 

 

where d, the pattern distance between the face pattern catches  in the frame and the identity 

surface of the subject, is computed from (3), and	(w�) term is the weight on this distance.  
 

3.3 Trajectory for sequence position lips 

 
The novel  trajectory Lead to the  lips sample selection approach is proposed. In training, the  

image samples are sequences (S) encoded in low-dimensional visual feature vector. The feature 

vector is used to train HMM trajectory λ model that is a statistical model. The trained model gives 

the best  feature trajectory by using  a maximum likelihood(MLL)that is sensitive. The last status 

is to reconstruct			the	optimal feature trajectory drawback by .̅term in the original high-

dimensional sample space. The low-dimensional visual parameter trajectory to samples in the 

sample space. In implementing  used the HMM lead to  predicted trajectory 01 , a smooth image 

sample sequence	2̿ is sought  more best  from the sample library and the mouth sequence is then 

returned  back to a background primitive recorder for   video. The lips images, has a large number  

of the  Eigen lips contained  of the accumulated variance. The visual feature of each lips image is 

formed by its PCA vector, 04=24w where w is the projection matrix made by  number Eigen 

lips.We use the specially  algorithm to specify to the best visual parameter vector sequence. 

 

V=[0�4,0�4,……………………..044]4                                     (5) 
 

By giving maximization for the maximum likelihood (LM) algorithm. The HMM predicted visual 

parameter trajectory had detailed to move  a compact description, in the lower level eigen-lips 

space. However, the lips image sequence shown at the top of is blurred due to dimensionality 

reduction in PCA and MLL-based model parameter estimation and trajectory is obtained. To 

solve this blurring, suggest the trajectory is leading to real sample sequence approach to 

constructing from. Hence , the detailed movement in the visual trajectory is reconstructed  and 

image real sample rendering is truth. This was propose [30].The unit obtained in concatenative 

speech synthesis , the cost  count for a sequence of  trajectory called T choice samples are the 

weighted sum of the target and concatenation costs: 

 

C(v	̂�4 , S	̂�4) = ∑ 9:4
;�� <:(v	̂�, s	̂�) + ∑ 9=4

��� <=(v	̂�&�, s	̂�)                       (6) 

 

The target cost of an image sample (s) is dependent  over the  measured of  the Euclidean distance 

between their PCA vectors.  

 

The concatenation cost is measured based on the normalized 2-D cross correlation (NCC) 

between two image samples s	̂� and s	̂> . Since the correlation coefficient ranges in value from -

1.0 to 1.0, NCC is in nature a normalized similarity score, proposed by [1]. 

 

<:(v	̂�, s	̂�)=||v	̂� − s	̂�
@
||                                                        (7) 
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4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

 

4.1. Expire Vector Feature 
 

They   created  separate shape and appearance model to encode any  view independently, hence  

the shape feature (parameter, p), and app feature (parameter λ) ,this introduced by [10].They need 

for  two phased  for associated  the shape and appearance parameters. First,  they used  primitive 

way by combining the feature vectors (CFV), which called a cat and the second is   concatenating 

the features and reduce the dimensionality using PCA, proposed by [14] which used                      

(csam) feature. CFV improved  by using  an LDA over  window for the  set of  frames .It is 

proposed by [15] which  went  to represented (hilda) features in the frontal lip-reading, It has  

applied  for  two features are the discriminating , it is introduced by  [9] For all features, a z-score 

normalization is used, which has been visible  to develop  the separability between the features of  

the  classes  by [31] . The best viewing angle for the primitive features, i.e., those that aren't    

relative to a third PCA or an LDA i.e. (shape, app and cat) seems to be more one angle of a view. 

 

4.2. Expire for across multiple camera 

 
They used audio-visual speech dataset base on  called  LiLIR. The dataset contains multi-camera, 

multi-angle recordings of a speaker recite a lesson200 sentences from the supplier arrangement  

Corpus. The structure and size of the LiLIR dataset has enable to train the hidden Markov models 

(HMMs) onset of the word for visual  speech units, such  visemes, hence the number words as 

representative for the vocabulary of the database and it is approximately 1000 words, datasets 

used to satisfy automatic lip-reading for the  each view camera. The dataset contains multiple 

type of camera such as two HD cameras recording .As well, there are three SD cameras and 60 

viewpoints. All cameras were synchronization locked during recording, proposed by[13][32]. 

 

4.3. Expire Result 

 
In[36],used the mouth cavity region implemented in a banalization process, As well , a time 

change of the two features is expressed as a two-dimensional a trajectory of the lip motion of the 

target word . Observing these lip images, in the table .1, it can  show us  the visual speechless 

person's male  concept that 30th frame lip image expressed the shape of ” Stick”, 40st, 30th, and 

50th frames expressed ”cake”, ”torsion”, "two" ,"with", and ”under”, respectively. in the table .2, 

it can  show us the visual speechless person's female  concept, that 30th frame lip image 

expressed the shape of ” Stick”, 40st, and 50th frames expressed ”cake”, ” Torsion”, "two" 

,"with", and ” Under”, respectively. 

 

Proposed  by [35], recorded 50 times for each word , and  recorded 500 image sequence one 

subject. The image size is 320×240 pixels and the frame rate is 30 frame/sec. The lip detection  

was applying  for 500 image sequences. Time passes along the direction of the arrow base on the 

automatic  of the lip in an utterance. It can show us  that trajectory in all  words is being drawn by 

the visual observation. The recognition process was applying  with  feature sets. Figure.1 shows a 

trajectory which the word is ”a stick ” torsion","cake" ,"under","with" and "two", respectively 

.The horizontal axis is area s , and the vertical axis is an aspect ratio area(A). Plotted circle marks 

in this figure are the position of vector features of all the frame, and these marks are connected 

with a line. 
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Table 1.  Illustrating Visual Speech Person's Female Concept 

 

 
 

Table 2. Illustrating Visual Speech Person's Male Concept 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure.1. Image of  computed trajectory and correspond Lip 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We propose a trajectory-guided, real sample concatenating approach for synthesizing high-quality 

automatic image -real articulator. Objectively, we evaluated the performance of our system in 

terms of speaker's face identification by using automatic lip reading represented in the visual 

domain. The system framework using the signature of the visemes approaches by track trajectory 

for lip contour extraction   as represented   the whole word.   The target word is recognized  based 

on  the word's  English included  two types of gender  female and males  were shown that 

recognition using the trajectory vector feature is obtained the vocabulary of the database is 

approximately  more than 100 words, data sets used to satisfy the automatic lip-reading across 

multi-view camera. 
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